Lower-body bathing machine of Wordin makes you healthy, beauty and happy.

Masterpiece

wordin

Premium Lower-Body Bathing Machine

Happiness Creator for You
The Pride of a Master craftsman
Creating a Masterwork!
Premium Lower-Body Bathing Machine
Wordin Myeongjak

The impression of a masterwork created with a master's devotion and unusual technology of Wordin.

| Scientific | Wordin Myeongjak is the fruit of Wordin's 20 years of technology and know-how, and is the best masterwork created with a master's dignity and pride. |
| Natural | Wordin Myeongjak is made of excellent original woods with craftsmanship through well-polishing and interknitting process. |
| Luxury | Wordin Myeongjak provides outstanding specifications and design for customers who keep health and dignity. |
| Wellbeing | Wordin Myeongjak proposes compatible well-being life for customers who want their family’s happiness. |

www.wordin.com
Wordin’s Health Science

Wordin makes a difference!
The unique heating technology and Health care effect based on Wordin’s technologies and know-hows

Heating technology is a key to lower-body bath!
The special solid heating system with 5 heater not only serves highly-efficient heating function, but also helps to convey heat efficiently by natural thermal circulation (WH-300P, WH-600P)

‘Far infrared ray’ effect
Far infrared ray is very good for the good circulation of blood, elimination of body waste from the system through sweat, diet, vitality of the skin and so is very helpful for the modern men of lack of exercise.
91.4% of far-infrared radiation
Reported by Korea Conformity Laboratories

Tourmalin effect
400 Tourmalin stones produce the improvement effect of metabolism and blood circulation due to Far-infrared ray and an anion, so that it is effective for a variety of health improvement. (WH-300P)

The phytoncide effect
Forest bathing effect by air purification and antibacterial functions of natural phytoncide coming from the wood applied to the inside and outside of the product.

Now you can easily enjoy wet sauna with no skin trouble.
- the moisturizing effect of skin
- keep skin healthy and elastic
Passed by the IPX4 waterproofing test
The Best Specification & Functions

**Full automatic micom**
With the one-button system, everyone can easily control a temperature and set a time.

**Height-controllable head rest**
Because of height-controllable head rest, users never get tired of enjoying lower-body bathing for a long time.
(exclusive of WH-930P) (exclusive of WH-930P, WDR-103J)

**Sliding type cover**
With the heating protection function, users can read a book or use a laptop over the cover.

**Sliding reclining seat uniquely in Korea**
With the sliding reclining seat can softly be pulled down to 140 degree, users can enjoy lower-body bathing at most comfort posture.
(exclusive of WH-930P, WDR-103J)

**The largest 1,270mm in Korea**
Myeongjak is 16~20cm larger than other companies’ products. It provides a comfort and wide internal space (WH-300P)

**Wordin’s ergonomics**
The highest specifications and user convenience in Korea based on ergonomic design of the user-centered.
Tourmaline mat
The special thermal effect of 400 tourmaline stones is help to increasing metabolism and blood circulation.

Laos hinoki aged more than 300 years
The scent of the natural wood applied to the inside and outside of the product serves the air purification function through the effect of deodorization and antibacterial effect, and thus produces the effect of forest bathing to rest the body and soul and make detoxification.

Eco-friendly uncoated wood
Myeongjak has not coating for the best phytoncide effect of natural wood. It is made with the minimal use of artificial substances and is produced by the application of traditional interknitting technique.

Premium half-sauna Only for VVIP
Natural scent of The best Laos hinoki aged more than 300 years! The best lower-body bathing machine created with craftsmanship!

Color Natural (Unpainted)
Weight 75kg
Size 580(W)*1,270(L)*740(H)mm
Power 220V/60Hz/950W
Material Laos Cypress, Beech wood
Composition Solid Heating System/ Triplex safety device Carbon mat / Far infrared ceramic coating radiator Heater /Steam function / LED Lamp Tourmaline mat / Reclining chair / Headrest
WH-600P Diamond

Premium half-sauna Only for VVIP

The best premium product adding the softness and beauty of natural cowhide leather into the Premium lower-body bath with Korea’s best specifications and functions.

**Canadian Red Cedar** is called natural preservative wood, it has strong durability and is strongly resistant against harmful insects, heat, and humidity. Therefore, it is the best tree as a sauna material. Following cypress, the red cedar emits a massive amount of phytoncide.

**Eco-friendly Use of a natural paint**
Myeongjak is made with the domestic technology in Korea and with the minimal use of artificial substances like adhesives, and is produced by the application of traditional interknitting technique.

**Venture Design Prize!**
Wordin Myeongjak, awarded Venture Design Prize, has a graceful design with high-class materials and natural wood patterns so that it can be harmonized with any kinds of furniture and makes your living room look better.

- **Five Heaters Circulating Heating System**
- **The world’s first particle-steam function**
- **Registered Utility Model Reclining Chair 20-047405**
- **The dignified design with natural cowhide**

**Color** | **Ivory**
--- | ---
**Weight** | 67.5kg
**Size** | 570(W)*1,180(L)*680(H)mm
**Power** | 220V/60Hz/950W
**Material** | Natural cowhide, Western red cedar, Beech wood
**Composition**
- Solid Heating System/ Triplex safety device
- Carbon mat / Far infrared ceramic coating
- radiator /Steam function / LED Lamp
- Reclining chair / Headrest
**WH-950AP Steam**

**Luxury Half-Sauna for You**

A high-class lower-body bath just for you! Perfect solution in terms of functionality and style with a harmony of the premium red cedar and PU leather.

**Canadian Red Cedar** is called natural preservative wood, it has strong durability and is strongly resistant against harmful insects, heat, and humidity. Therefore, it is the best tree as a sauna material. Following cypress, the red cedar emits a massive amount of phytocid.

**Eco-friendly Use of a natural paint**

Myeongjak is made with the domestic technology in Korea and with the minimal use of artificial substances like adhesives, and is produced by the application of traditional interknitting technique.

**Natural thermal circulation**

It helps to convey heat efficiently, and the inside of the heating system and the lower-body bath is scientifically designed to maximize the effect of lower-body bathing.

---

**The world’s first particle-steam function**

**Registered Utility Model Reclining Chair 20-047405**

**Harmony of Red Cedar and The Best PU Leather**

---

**Color** | **Ivory**
---|---
**Weight** | **67kg**
**Size** | 580(W)×1,060(L)×680(H)mm
**Power** | 220V/60Hz/950W
**Material** | PU Leather, Western red cedar, Beech wood
**Composition**

- Triplex safety device / Carbon mat / LED Lamp
- Far infrared ceramic coating radiator Heater
- Steam function / Reclining chair / Headrest
WH-930P Steam

The Best Half-Sauna for Well-being Life

A wellbeing lower-body bathing machine to provide health, beauty, and happiness of Family.

**Canadian Red Cedar** is called natural preservative wood, it has strong durability and is strongly resistant against harmful insects, heat, and humidity. Therefore, it is the best tree as a sauna material. Following cypress, the red cedar emits a massive amount of phytoncide.

**Eco-friendly Use of a natural paint**
Myeongjak is made with the domestic technology in Korea and with the minimal use of artificial substances like adhesives, and is produced by the application of traditional interknitting technique.

**Natural thermal circulation**
It helps to convey heat efficiently, and the inside of the heating system and the lower-body bath is scientifically designed to maximize the effect of lower-body bathing.

*Color*  | Natural  
*Weight*  | 60kg  
*Size*  | 580(W)*1,060(L)*680(H)mm  
*Power*  | 220V/60Hz/950W  
*Material*  | Western red cedar, Beech wood  
*Composition*  | Triplex safety device / Carbon mat / LED Lamp Far infrared ceramic coating radiator Heater Steam function / side-by-side doors
WDR-103J Steam

Your Smart Choice for Healthy Life
Your reasonable and smart choice for health life!

**Canadian Red Cedar** is called natural preservative wood, it has strong durability and is strongly resistant against harmful insects, heat, and humidity. Therefore, it is the best tree as a sauna material. Following cypress, the red cedar emits a massive amount of phytoncide.

**Eco-friendly Use of a natural paint**
Myeongjak is made with the domestic technology in Korea and with the minimal use of artificial substances like adhesives, and is produced by the application of traditional interknitting technique.

**Natural thermal circulation**
It helps to convey heat efficiently, and the inside of the heating system and the lower-body bath is scientifically designed to maximize the effect of lower-body bathing.

---

**Fumigation Equipment**

- **Color**: Natural
- **Weight**: 35kg
- **Size**: 540(W)*1,030(L)*750(H)mm
- **Power**: 220V/60Hz/950W
- **Material**: Western red cedar
- **Composition**: Triplex safety device / Carbon mat / LED Lamp
  - Far infrared ceramic coating radiator Heater
  - Steam function / Fumigation equipment
**WORDIN PRODUCT LINEUP**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WH-300P</td>
<td>Platinum</td>
<td>4.6 million won</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WH-600P</td>
<td>Diamond</td>
<td>4.5 million won</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WH-950AP</td>
<td>Steam</td>
<td>3.5 million won</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WH-930P</td>
<td>Steam</td>
<td>2.8 million won</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDR-103j</td>
<td>Steam</td>
<td>2.2 million won</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Wordin is believable!**

Wordin, as a Korean domestic leading company of health electronics industry, will provide more reliable and safe products and services to customer based on its responsibilities and mutual trust.

**Wordin Co.**
155, Sinnaman-gil, Namyang-eup, Hwaseong-si, Gyeonggi-do, South Korea
E-Mail : master@wordin.com
Website : www.wordin.com
TEL : 82-31-355-5080